Evidence supporting primary prevention of cardiovascular diseases with statins: Gaps between updated clinical results and actual practice

Preuves à l’appui des statines en prévention primaire des maladies cardiovasculaires : écarts entre les études cliniques et la pratique réelle
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Summary The use of pharmacological lipid-lowering intervention in individuals with hypercholesterolaemia and known cardiovascular disease or diabetes/chronic kidney disease is well established. Current European Society of Cardiology guidelines recommend immediate initiation of drugs in adjunct to lifestyle intervention in these patients at high or very high cardiovascular risk. In these clinical settings, statins are generally chosen as the first-choice drug intervention, in consideration of the robust evidence showing a reduction in all-cause mortality and major adverse cardiac events (MACE). In contrast, primary prevention with statins, even in the subset of patients at high-risk of cardiovascular events, is not well implemented. This might be related to a lack of public awareness regarding the actual risk associated with prolonged exposure to high concentrations of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and uncertainties in the clinical evidence coming from the earliest trials in this patient subset. However, recent observational studies suggest that lowering LDL-C earlier in life and for a longer duration can
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substantially decrease the burden of cardiovascular disease and mortality. Moreover, results from recent well-conducted large meta-analyses of randomized clinical trials showed that primary prevention with statins reduced all-cause mortality by 14% and MACE by > 20%—findings similar to those observed for the use of statins in secondary prevention. Recently published American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology guidelines on the treatment of blood cholesterol emphasize that primary prevention using high-dose statins in individuals with LDL-C ≥ 190 mg/dL induces a benefit in atherosclerotic cardiovascular risk reduction that clearly exceeds the potential for adverse effects. We aim in this review to discuss the new data that advocate the use of statins in primary prevention earlier and more frequently, putting the efficacy evidence into perspective with new insights in terms of safety issues.

© 2014 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé Le recours à un traitement médicamenteux hypolipémiant chez des individus présentant une hypercholestérolémie et une pathologie cardiovasculaire connue (CVD) ou un diabète ou encore une maladie rénale chronique (MRC) est bien établi. Les recommandations actuelles de l’ESC préconisent l’introduction immédiate d’un traitement médicamenteux en complément d’une intervention relative au mode de vie, chez ces patients à haut risque ou très haut risque cardiovasculaire. Dans ces contextes cliniques, les statines sont en général considérées comme le traitement de première intention sur la base de données montrant une réduction de la mortalité toutes causes confondues et des événements cardiovasculaires majeurs (MACE). En revanche, la prévention primaire par les statines, même dans le sous-groupe de patients à haut risque d’événements cardiovasculaires, n’est pas assez appliquée. Ceci pourrait être lié à un manque de sensibilisation du public en ce qui concerne le risque réel associé à une exposition prolongée à un taux élevé de cholestérol lié aux lipoprotéines de faible densité (LDL-C) et aux incertitudes dans la validité des preuves cliniques émanant des premiers essais dans ce sous-groupe de patients. Cependant, des études observationnelles récentes suggèrent que la diminution du taux de LDL-C à un âge précoce et sur une durée plus longue peut diminuer de façon notable l’impact des maladies cardiovasculaires et la mortalité. Par ailleurs, les résultats issus de méta-analyses récentes et rigoureuses, conduites à grande échelle à partir d’essais cliniques randomisés, ont montré que la prévention primaire par des statines réduit la mortalité toutes causes confondues de 14% et les MACE de plus de 20%, soit des proportions comparables à celles observées lors de l’utilisation des statines en prévention secondaire. Les recommandations AHA/ACC publiées récemment sur la prise en charge de l’hypercholestérolémie soulignent le fait que la prévention primaire par de fortes doses de statines chez des individus avec un LDL-C ≥ 190 mg/dL induit un bénéfice dans la réduction du risque cardiovasculaire athérosclérotique qui excède clairement le risque de survenue d’événements indésirables. Le but de cette revue est de faire état des nouvelles données qui plaident en faveur de l’utilisation des statines en prévention primaire, de manière plus précoce et plus fréquente que celle appliquée actuellement, en mettant en perspective les preuves d’efficacité et les nouvelles données relatives à la tolérance.

© 2014 Elsevier Masson SAS. Tous droits réservés.

Introduction

Ischaemic heart disease and stroke were the leading causes of death in 2010, with a relative increase in rates compared with 1990 of 35% and 26%, respectively, and they are still ranked the first and second causes of death worldwide; this represents approximately one in four deaths worldwide for the two diseases combined [1].

When focusing on western countries, such as the USA, an opposite trend is observed, with declining rates of death attributable to cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) in the past decade [2], although they still account for one in every three deaths in the USA. In Europe, the same trends are noted, with deaths due to cardiovascular disease and coronary heart disease (CHD), accounting for 46% and 20% of deaths, respectively, although there are substantial inequalities between countries [3]. In parallel, we have observed a decline in the prevalence of some modifiable risk factors, such as cigarette smoking rate, uncontrolled high blood pressure (HBP) and average low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) concentration in the population, concurrent with improvements in lifestyle and pharmacological interventions. For instance, regarding HBP control, when comparing data from the 1988–1994 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey in the USA [4] and the 2007–2008 period, awareness improved from 69.1% to 80.7%, the use of anti-hypertensive drugs increased from 54.0% to 73.5% and the ratio of controlled/treated HBP rates improved from 50.6% to 72.3% [5]. In addition, nowadays, most higher risk patients with HBP and co-morbidities receive anti-hypertensive agents (88.3% use in HBP with chronic kidney disease [CKD], 93.4% use in concomitant...
diabetes and 94.0% use in patients with CVD in 2010); these rates are higher than for HBP without co-morbidities (67.8%) [6]. Regarding the LDL-C rate, interesting recent data from the French MONICA registry show that treatment with statins in primary prevention is able to change the initial presentation of acute coronary syndrome (ACS), with more non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction and unstable angina and less ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction [7] in comparison with patients not treated with statins before the first manifestation of acute CHD. The objectives of this review are to summarize the clinical research data supporting primary prevention with statins and to analyse gaps in actual practice.

Why focus on primary prevention with statins in high-risk groups?

In contrast to the marked improvement in HBP awareness and treatment rates in high-risk patients, the adoption of lipid-lowering drugs seems to lag behind in a substantial proportion of patients with hypercholesterolaemia and co-morbidities. In the USA, in patients with diabetes, approximately 60% do not receive a lipid-lowering agent [8], and in patients with CKD, fewer than one third receive lipid-lowering drugs and only 40% are at LDL-C goal [9].

In Europe, we observed encouraging trends towards a decrease in mean LDL-C concentrations [10–12], but we also noticed that LDL-C management was worryingly suboptimal in high-risk groups. For instance, in the French MONA LISA study [13], only 42% of patients at high- or very high-risk, according to the latest European guidelines [14], received lipid-lowering therapy. Although a slight majority of patients at very high-risk (58%) actually benefit from a lipid-lowering agent, the vast majority (72%) of those eligible for primary prevention (high-risk group with multiple co-morbidities but no CVD) are excluded from the recommended therapy [13].

We also observed in a large European Union/Canadian registry [15,16] that the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) control rate was not correlated to the actual risk level. The control rate averaged approximately 50% in all patients, varying slightly from 44% in patients with low European Society of Cardiology scores to 58% in very high-risk CVD patients (Table 1) [16].

In France, results from a study conducted in a more specific population of patients aged >45 years who had been treated with statins for >3 months, the control rate was worse in the higher risk group (52% not at goal) compared with in the overall population of statin users (38% not at goal) [17].

Overall, the key findings of these observational studies suggest that the management of high LDL-C is particularly limited in highest risk groups eligible for primary prevention compared with in those treated for secondary prevention and lower-risk groups.

What is the indirect evidence in favour of earlier initiation and prolonged LDL-lowering interventions?

In a recently published meta-analysis of 312,321 subjects, the researchers used a Mendelian randomization approach to estimate the clinical benefit of lowering LDL early in life. The authors used, as a proxy for a treatment that would decrease LDL-C beginning at birth, the inherited allocation to protective genotypes (for nine single nucleotide polymorphisms associated with lower LDL-C). Results showed that a low LDL-C concentration following this random natural allocation decreases the risk of CHD by 54.5% for each mmol/L decrease in LDL-C. Comparatively, for the same level of LDL-C decrease, statin therapy started later in life would ‘‘only’’ reduce the risk of CHD by 24.0% (Fig. 1) [18]. The authors concluded that long-term exposure to a protective lower LDL-C beginning early in life was associated with a greater reduction in the risk of CHD than the current practice of starting to lower LDL-C later in life.

Mirroring these results, the deleterious effect of early and long-term exposure to dyslipidaemia was studied in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study [19]. The effect of time-averaged cumulative exposure to dyslipidaemia starting in young adulthood (healthy subjects at enrolment, aged 18–30 years) was assessed over a 20-year period and related to coronary calcium levels measured later in life (estimation based on computed tomography scan by analysts blinded to participant characteristics). Among the 3258 participants, 65% of patients were exposed to LDL-C concentrations >100 mg/dL. The result showed that exposure to high LDL-C concentrations was strongly associated with coronary calcium later in life. Compared with in subjects with optimal LDL-C concentrations <70 mg/dL, the risk of coronary calcium in subjects exposed to slightly suboptimal LDL-C (between 70–99 mg/dL) was 1.5 times higher, although not significantly different (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.7–3.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Proportion of patients(^a) whose lipid concentrations were not at goal or abnormal, data from [16].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All (n = 21,797)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC not at goal (%)</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C not at goal (%)</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Patients were recruited from 2954 treatment centres in 11 European Union countries (Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Ireland, United Kingdom, France, Portugal and Spain) and Canada.
Nevertheless, subjects with concentrations even marginally higher (100–129 mg/dL) had an amazing 2.4 times higher risk of coronary calcium (odds ratio [OR] 2.4, 95% CI 1.1–5.3) and those with concentrations ≥ 160 mg/dL had a 5.6 times higher risk (OR 5.6, 95% CI 2.0–16).

This indirect evidence supports the paradigm of earlier and longer duration of high LDL-C management and suggests a need for earlier screening and improved identification of patients who would be eligible for pharmacological intervention. Regarding the pharmacological management of patients with high LDL-C, the recently published "American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology guidelines on the treatment of blood cholesterol to reduce atherosclerotic cardiovascular risk in adults" are very specific. Adults aged ≥ 21 years with primary LDL-C ≥ 190 mg/dL should be treated with statin therapy using a high dosage unless contraindicated [20].

Two years earlier, the same authors had argued the opposite position, contending that the evidence did not advocate routine implementation of primary prevention with regard to cost-effectiveness, although a reduction in all-cause mortality and composite cardiovascular events was already observed in this 2011 meta-analysis; they expressed concerns about the interpretation of the results due to possible under-reports of outcomes and adverse events and the inclusion of some patients with a history of CVD [24]. What changed between the two publications was the arrival of new evidence from RCTs, enlarging the clinical data set from 34,000 patients/14 RCTs in the 2011 meta-analysis to 57,000 patients/18 RCTs in the 2013 review.

What has this new clinical evidence taught us? The most important finding is that primary prevention with statins significantly reduces all-cause mortality by 14% (OR 0.86, 95% CI 0.79–0.94); it also decreases the risk of fatal and non-fatal CVD by approximately 20–25% (relative risk [RR] 0.75, 95% CI 0.70–0.81), the risk of combined fatal and non-fatal CHD events (RR 0.73, 95% CI 0.67–0.80) and the risk of combined fatal and non-fatal strokes (RR 0.78, 95% CI 0.68–0.89). More importantly, in terms of cost-effectiveness, the corresponding number needed to treat (NNT) for 5 years to prevent one event would be fairly low: an NNT of 96 to avoid one death from all causes; an NNT of 56 to prevent one CHD event (fatal or not); an NNT of 35 to avoid one cardiovascular event (fatal or not); and an NNT of only 20 to prevent one stroke (fatal or not).

The work conducted by the Cholesterol Treatment Trialsists’ (CTT) Collaborators [25] showed results consistent with and complementary to the analysis performed by the Cochrane collaboration. This very large individual patient data meta-analysis included 27 trials with approximately 175,000 patients with high LDL-C concentrations, which compared statins versus control (22 RCTs) or high-dose versus low-dose statins (5 RCTs). The primary finding in the overall population was that for each 1.0 mmol/L

What is the direct evidence for benefit and risk of primary prevention with statins?

The Cochrane Collaboration is a non-profit organization founded in 1993, consisting of an international group of close to 30,000 researchers from more than 100 countries that aims to independently review and analyse medical information in the interests of evidence-based medicine and public health. Since 2011, the collaboration has developed, as a non-governmental organization, an official partnership with the World Health Organization, with a seat on the World Health Assembly to provide input into World Health Organization resolutions [22,23].

In the most recently published Cochrane systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials (RCTs), Taylor et al. concluded that the evidence showed that primary prevention with statins was likely to be cost-effective and may also improve patient quality of life [21].

![Figure 1](image-url) Comparative coronary heart disease risk reduction of earlier and later low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) lowering. CI: confidence interval; OR: odds ratio. Reproduced with permission from [18].
reduction of LDL-C by statin therapy, the risk of major vascular events decreased by 21% (RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.77–0.81, per 1.0 mmol/L). The RR reduction (RRR) for major vascular events was 25% (RR 0.75, 95% CI 0.70–0.80) when statins were used in patients without a previous history of vascular disease, which was similar to the RRR of 20% (RR 0.80, 95% CI 0.77–0.82) achieved for secondary prevention (Fig. 2) [25]. Significant reductions in vascular death by 15% and 12% per 1.0 mmol/L LDL-C decrease were observed in the primary and secondary prevention settings, respectively. This mortality reduction remained significant even after exclusion of patients with diabetes or CKD at baseline. Interestingly, the reduction in major vascular events was also statistically significant in the subset of patients with low estimated cardiovascular risk at baseline (risk < 10% at 5 years).

We therefore have strong evidence coming from large well-conducted meta-analyses that primary prevention with statins is beneficial in reducing MACE, cardiovascular death and all-cause mortality and, owing to the low NNHs observed, that this therapeutic strategy is cost-effective [26].

One should, however, consider the balance between benefit and risk related to statin therapy. In the latest Cochrane meta-analysis, there was no overall difference in the occurrence of all adverse events between the statin and control groups (RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.97–1.03) and no evidence for any serious harm induced by primary prevention with statins, particularly regarding the risk of cancer, haemorrhagic stroke and rhabdomyolysis. However, a significantly higher rate of diabetes was observed in the active treatment arm versus control (RR 1.18, 95% CI 1.01–1.39); this corresponded to an absolute risk increase of 0.4% (2.8% for statins compared with 2.4% in the control and placebo arms, respectively), which would correspond to a number needed to harm (NNH) of 250 patients treated with statins over 5 years to induce one case of diabetes. Similar findings were observed in an earlier meta-analysis performed among more than 90,000 patients, focusing on incidental diabetes in statin trials [27]. The authors used a conservative pre-specified criterion for defining the incidental diabetes cases: two glucose concentrations ≥ 7.0 mmol/L in trials that measured fasting glucose every 6 months and only one value ≥ 7.0 mmol/L in trials that measured fasting glucose less frequently than 6 months. The risk of incident diabetes was 1.09 times higher with statins (OR 1.09, 95% CI 1.02–1.17), corresponding to an NNH of 255 patients treated for 4 years to induce one extra case of "diabetes" as defined above. We cannot therefore rule out the possibility that statin-treated patients may have an increased likelihood of diabetes, but when translating these results in a clinically meaningful way, we should stress that incidental diabetes as defined in RCTs is only a biological surrogate for possible diabetic long-term complications. In other words, for 250 patients treated over 5 years, one case of hyperglycaemia/diabetes might be due to the statin use, but in parallel, you would avoid at least two deaths and prevent four CHD events and 12 strokes.

Moreover, in patients with documented diabetes at baseline, irrespective of whether the patient has a prior history of vascular disease, statins significantly reduce the risk of myocardial infarction or coronary death, coronary revascularization and the risk of stroke [28].

Regarding other biological abnormalities possibly induced by the use of statins, the Cochrane review suggested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-year MVE risk at baseline</th>
<th>Events (% per annum)</th>
<th>RR (CI) per 1.0 mmol/L reduction in LDL cholesterol</th>
<th>Trend test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statin / more</td>
<td>Control / less</td>
<td>RR (CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants without vascular disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5%</td>
<td>148 (0.35) 229 (0.53)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.45–0.81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 5% to &lt; 10%</td>
<td>487 (1.02) 716 (1.53)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.57–0.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 10% to &lt; 20%</td>
<td>854 (2.52) 1003 (2.98)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.72–0.93)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 20% to &lt; 30%</td>
<td>294 (4.40) 351 (5.28)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.65–1.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 30%</td>
<td>121 (7.29) 126 (8.16)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.58–1.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>1904 (1.44) 2425 (1.84)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.70–0.80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants with vascular disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5%</td>
<td>19 (0.87) 25 (1.18)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.33–1.61)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 5% to &lt; 10%</td>
<td>117 (1.56) 131 (1.80)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.62–1.14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 10% to &lt; 20%</td>
<td>2760 (3.13) 3192 (3.71)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.72–0.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 20% to &lt; 30%</td>
<td>3814 (4.77) 4568 (5.85)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.76–0.86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 30%</td>
<td>2666 (7.66) 3332 (9.30)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.74–0.84)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>9376 (4.41) 11248 (5.43)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.77–0.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Global effects on major vascular events (MVE) per 1.0 mmol/L reduction in low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol at different levels of risk, by history of vascular disease. CI: confidence interval; RR: relative risk. Reproduced with permission from [25].
that primary prevention with statins might induce a non-significant trend toward more cases of liver enzyme elevation (RR 1.16, 95% CI 0.87–1.54) but without any increase in the risk of clinically relevant liver dysfunction. However, in a larger meta-analysis (close to 250,000 patients), including trials in primary and secondary prevention, the increased risk of transaminase elevation associated with statins was statistically significant (OR 1.51, 95% CI 1.24–1.84). These results probably reflect the dose-dependent relationship of statins with some specific adverse effects [29].

The dose-dependent relationship is also questioned for statin-induced myotoxicity, ranging from the asymptomatic rise in creatine kinase concentration, myalgia and myositis to the rare but severe rhabdomyolysis. Whereas there was no increase in myalgia in the Cochrane primary prevention meta-analysis (RR 1.03, 95% CI 0.97–1.09), other systematic reviews have suggested that statin type and/or high statin dose (secondary prevention) would increase the risk in creatine kinase elevation and myalgia by up to four times versus control [29,30] and the risk of rhabdomyolysis by three times [31].

This statin-induced myotoxicity not found in primary prevention trials and meta-analyses may, however, have a broader implication for clinical practice than increasing asymptomatic glycaemia elevation. In the non-selected patients in our real-life practice, the incidence of skeletal muscle-related adverse effects is more important than in RCTs [32] and could affect patient adherence to statin therapy, thus, leading to a deleterious effect on the risk of MACE. The observed difference between RCTs and real-life uncontrolled studies is likely to be related to the lower representation in RCTs of patients with factors associated with an increased risk of myopathy (e.g. polypharmacy, concomitant use of fibrates, use of statins above recommended dose, young sporty subjects, etc.) [33]. For instance, one trigger of symptomatic myopathy commonly seen in our clinical practice is abrupt intensive physical activity [34]. Statins were also shown recently to increase exercise-related muscle injury in marathon runners [35].

As for severe chronic muscle toxicity, literature is scarce and review is made even more complex due to the various definitions of “myotoxicity” used by different Health Authorities or academic entities [36]. For example, the US Food and Drug Administration defines myotoxicity as the presence of symptoms of myalgia and creatine kinase > 10 times the upper limit of normal, whereas the American College of Cardiology considers symptoms of myalgia to be sufficient. In addition, the most important barrier that clearly influences the importance of statin-induced severe myotoxicity is the rarity of occurrence. Large cohort studies suggest that the incidence of rhabdomyolysis ranges from 0.44 to 5.4 per 10,000 person-years with statin monotherapy, corresponding to an NNH of 23,000 to induce one case [37]. Another issue is the difficulty in diagnosing and definitely attributing the serious adverse event to the lipid-lowering therapy. For instance, immune myositis (a newly identified entity among chronic statin-induced myopathy) is a rare adverse event with a prevalence not clearly established, and its diagnosis relies on a complex set of clinical, biological and imaging criteria. An immune myositis diagnosis can be suspected in case of muscle weakness/atrophy persisting for weeks or months after statin discontinuation, biopsy showing a predominantly necrotizing myopathy with minimal lymphocytic infiltrates and positive anti-HMGCR (3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase) antibodies [38,39].

Until now, studies have failed to identify genetic variations with large effects on statin efficacy or toxicity. Mangravite et al. recently identified six expression quantitative trait loci that interact with simvastatin exposure and, especially, one locus associated with incidence of statin-induced myotoxicity [40].

What is the benefit of a moderate versus a high-dose of statin started earlier in life in high-risk patients?

High-risk patients include both high-risk and very high-risk patients. According to the European Society of Cardiology/European Atherosclerosis Society guidelines [14], the category of high-risk patients includes subjects with any of the following: markedly elevated single risk factors, such as familial dyslipidaemia and severe hypertension; a calculated SCORE risk ≥ 5% and < 10% for the 10-year risk of fatal CVD. The category of very high-risk subjects includes patients with any of the following: documented CVD by invasive or non-invasive testing (such as coronary angiography, nuclear imaging, stress echocardiography, carotid plaque on ultrasound); previous myocardial infarction, ACS, coronary revascularization (percutaneous coronary intervention, coronary artery bypass graft) and other arterial revascularization procedures, ischaemic stroke or peripheral arterial disease; type 2 diabetes, type 1 diabetes with target organ damage (such as microalbuminuria); moderate-to-severe CKD (glomerular filtration rate < 60 mL/min/1.73 m²); a calculated 10-year SCORE risk ≥ 10%. For the SCORE risk, the 10-year risk of fatal CVD in populations at high CVD risk is based on five risk factors (age, sex, smoking, systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol); to convert the risk of fatal CVD to the risk of total (fatal + non-fatal) hard CVD, multiply by 3 in men and 4 in women, and by slightly less in old people.

Lessons from nature-inherited traits that gave rise to lifelong high (familial hypercholesterolaemia) or low (proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 [PCSK9] loss of function) LDL concentrations showed that the long-term risks and benefits of varying plasma LDL concentrations may be greater than the intervention trials suggest [41]. The Mendelian randomization studies conducted by Ference et al. [18] and Cohen et al. [42] showed that the benefit of a lifelong low LDL-C concentration, as a result of genetic polymorphisms, was three times higher than that reported in statin trials of only 5–6-years’ duration. Furthermore, a lifelong 39 mg/dL decrease in LDL-C from a PCSK9 mutation was associated with a 54.5% reduction in the risk of CHD. Conversely, a lifelong 34 mg/dL increase in LDL-C doubles the risk of coronary artery disease compared with in patients who develop raised cholesterol in later adult life. Together, these findings suggest that initiation of LDL-lowering throughout life, including in childhood and adolescence, and in the primary prevention setting leads to a greater clinical impact in terms of CVD reduction.
Furthermore, genetically mediated changes in LDL-C are likely to be a better reflection of the cumulative effect of lifelong exposure to differences in circulating LDL-C compared with measurements in adulthood. Although the benefits of lifelong statin therapy appear to be incontrovertible, a question arises regarding the benefit of moderate versus high-doses of statins started earlier in life in high-risk subjects, as there is concern about the tolerability of high-doses of statin, as discussed above.

Several trials have compared more intensive versus standard statin regimens [43,44] to determine whether higher reductions in LDL-C safely lead to further reductions in MACE. Although the results showed a trend in favor of high-dose statin therapy over standard-dose therapy [45], few studies had significant results for their primary outcomes [46,47].

The whole discussion is complex, as we have to take into account the possible side effects with long-term statin treatment (> 5 years) and increased frequency of side effects with high-doses. The fact that there is a continuing debate is illustrated by various guidelines in which high-intensity statins are recommended for some high-risk patients whereas others are advised to start at moderate doses (American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association) [20].

How can we improve primary prevention in high-risk patients?

It has become a priority to increase public and physician awareness of the new evidence demonstrating the benefit of primary prevention with statins. An important necessity is to further explain the clinical benefit relevance in terms of NNT and absolute risk decrease. Indeed, the RRR expressed as a percentage is useful to describe the extent of the efficacy among similar drugs or versus a placebo, but does not reflect the importance of the clinical benefit among the whole arsenal of cardioprotective drugs. Other agents or family of drugs are widely used in the primary prevention of MACE, despite variable levels of evidence and larger NNTs than statins. The use of aspirin is indisputable for the secondary prevention of coronary events but is increasingly debated for primary prevention [48], although its use was reported to reach up to 18% in patients at low cardiovascular risk [49].

For diabetic patients, the American Diabetes Association and the American Heart Association jointly recommended in 2007 that aspirin should be used as a primary prevention strategy in those at high cardiovascular risk [50], but new evidence from inconclusive trials has raised questions about its actual benefit in primary prevention [51,52]. A recent large meta-analysis [53], including the latest primary prevention trials and more than 100,000 patients followed for a mean duration of 6 years, showed that aspirin treatment reduced total cardiovascular events by 10% (NNT = 120). Results were driven primarily by a significant reduction in non-fatal myocardial infarction (NNT = 162), without a significant reduction in cardiovascular-related death (OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.85–1.15) and at the expense of an increased risk of clinically relevant bleeding events (NNH = 73). As for statin therapy, the 2013 Cochrane meta-analysis demonstrated that the corresponding NNTs were 35 to prevent one cardiovascular event and 56 to avoid one total CHD event. As opposed to evidence with aspirin, statins significantly reduced cardiovascular-related death (NNT = 30) and all-cause death (NNT = 96) [21].

These results can also be put in perspective with anti-hypertensive drugs. Diuretic and beta-blocker therapies significantly reduce total cardiovascular events, but the NNTs would be at least twice as high as for statins, with values between 86 for diuretics and 140 for beta-blockers. Network meta-analyses also suggest that the effect size on morbidity and mortality varies markedly with the class of anti-hypertensives. The only agents to have consistently proved reduction in all-cause death (RRR ~10%) in direct or through network comparisons are diuretics [54,55]. In contrast, beta-blockers did not reduce all-cause deaths (RR 0.99, 95% CI 0.88–1.11) or CHD events in a recent Cochrane meta-analysis [56].

Thus, despite explicitly excluding patients with LDL-C > 130 mg/dL and including large numbers of women (who have lower event rates than men), the absolute risk reductions observed in the JUPITER trial [57] and the concomitant NNT values are, if anything, superior to those for statin therapy in the primary prevention of vascular events among hyperlipidaemic men or the prophylactic use of anti-hypertensive or anti-thrombotic therapies among middle-aged and older men and women (Fig. 3) [58].

Finally, the robustness of evidence is highest with statin use in primary prevention compared with any other class of medication routinely prescribed to prevent MACE.

The purpose of the review is not to add confusion to the current controversy about which class of medication should be used for primary prevention of cardiovascular events, but rather to question the reasons why statins are used less frequently than other drugs in patients at risk.

Why is primary prevention in high-risk patients not adequately implemented?

Whatever the type of primary care pharmacological intervention, one commonly debated question before routinely
implementing primary prevention is the pharmaco-economic aspect. One may argue, for example, that statin therapy is expensive and that prescribing it to all high-risk patients would represent an unnecessary financial burden to the public health system. We should, however, consider two dimensions of the pharmaco-economic assessment.

The first dimension is at “patient and disease level”. What is the cost-effectiveness of a given treatment versus a placebo/non-treated control if prescribed to all patients who actually deserved to be treated? The answer to this question relies primarily on RCTs and meta-analyses of trials conducted in this population. If the societal cost induced by the adverse event (e.g. MACE) is higher than the overall treatment cost, and if the drug was proven to be effective in RCTs, there is a good chance that the pharmaco-economic evaluation would favour the prevention strategy over no treatment. The lower the NNT the higher this probability is. We have shown in this example that primary prevention with statins is likely to be cost saving if prescribed to high-risk patients, at least as much as (and probably more than) primary prevention with anti-hypertensives or aspirin (the latter not being cost-effective, with no evidence for efficacy and a low NNH for bleeding).

The second dimension is at the general population level. The pharmaco-economic evaluation is more difficult to conduct and varies according to regional specificities. One should consider the prevalence of the risk factor in the given population (e.g. USA versus European Union), costs related to screening the population, probability that the treatment is given to the appropriate patients, adherence to the prescribed treatment, etc. [59]. Briefly, the epidemiological specificities and real-life local practice/habits become important determinants in assessing the cost-effectiveness of a primary prevention strategy. For instance, in France, the direct cost related to statin prescription is one of the highest among reimbursed drugs, with yearly per-patient costs ranging between 85 € and 512 € in 2010 [60]. The average yearly cost is therefore undoubtedly higher than for some other primary care drugs (e.g. thiazide diuretics) but when comparing the total drug expenditures, the latest French National Health Insurance report showed that hypertensives expenses amount to more than twice those incurred with lipid-lowering therapy used for primary prevention (Fig. 4) [61].

The discrepancy between average drug cost and actual expenditure is multifactorial:

- a combination of anti-hypertensives is often required to control HBP;
- there is a substantial rate of overtreatment with anti-hypertensives, and;
- evidence-based classes, such as diuretics, are not considered as first-line therapy [62].

Regarding statin-based therapy, it is also clear that the same inappropriate practices would also compromise the cost-effectiveness of primary prevention. Efforts should still be made to both avoid underuse and overuse of statins. In the UK, a recent large cohort study showed that there was a substantial proportion of overuse in low-CVD risk patients and underuse in high CVD risk patients, with large variations between general practices ranging from 8.2% to 61.5% statin use in high-risk patients and from 2.1% to 29.1% in low-risk patients [63].

These misuses were shown to offset the cost-effectiveness of statin-based primary prevention. Greving et al. [64] showed in a pharmaco-economic model that the cost-effectiveness of statins was not only related to drug cost, but also to variables, such as non-adherence rates and the “time horizon” (the time after which the evaluation is done). Basically, the higher the risk, the better the adherence and the longer the observation period (lifelong time horizon), the lower the cost-effectiveness would be (Fig. 5) by comparison, primary prevention would not be cost-effective in low-risk cardiovascular patients despite lowering generic statin costs.

The model was also sensitive to the projected efficacy of statins in a real-life setting. We showed in a recently published large case-control study that the magnitude of reduction of non-fatal ACS for statins observed in real-world French practice was similar to that found in RCTs [65]. After adjusting for baseline risk factors, prior exposure to statin therapy was significantly associated with an approximately 30% (27–33%) RRR for a first non-fatal ACS compared with non-users; this compared favourably with the 33% RRR in non-fatal CHD observed in the 2013 Cochrane meta-analysis discussed earlier. Importantly, consistent with the pharmaco-economic modelling by Greving et al., we found that targeting the highest risk group for a longer total statin exposure would be the most clinically effective, and thus, cost-effective, strategy (Table 2) [65].

Apart from the objective barriers to the implementation of primary prevention (clinical evidence, pharmaco-economic constraints), some subjective components should

---

**Figure 4.** Expenditures associated with diabetes, arterial hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia (2011). HBP: high blood pressure. Data taken from [61].
be highlighted. We showed in France that there were marked differences between physicians’ and patients’ beliefs regarding the risk of hypercholesterolaemia, which subsequently induced a blurred perception of the disease [66], and it was demonstrated by an Italian group that physicians’ beliefs were independently correlated with lipoprotein-lowering therapy prescription rate and hypercholesterolaemia control over a 3-year period in high-risk diabetic patients [67]. Thus, we should also take into account these subjective variables in our educational and awareness programmes, to appropriately implement primary prevention in high-risk patients. This approach is also essential to improve patient adherence to statins, which is a key determinant associated with the effectiveness of all pharmacological therapies.

Retrospective database analyses have revealed that 50% of patients receiving statins discontinue therapy after 1 year of treatment [68]. Studies also suggest that patient adherence to statin therapy is suboptimal, ranging from 30% to 70% in treated patients, and that persistence among those newly prescribed statins is low [69–71]. Poor adherence to statin therapy is associated with adverse health outcomes, including higher hospitalization rates and increased non-pharmacy medical costs [72–74].

Some studies have investigated data from various publications, analysing the sociodemographic, medical history and health care utilization variables reliably associated with statin non-adherence [68,75]. They identified a broad range of possible predictors, such as demographics, physician factors, health beliefs of patients, complexity of medication

Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis: cost-effectiveness results for different risk and time horizons. ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: quality-adjusted life years (calculated by multiplying the time a person remained in a certain health state by the utility associated with that particular health state and subsequent summing up all health states). The 10-year vascular risk of fatal and non-fatal myocardial infarction and stroke was estimated from the expected number of first vascular events over the first 10 years divided by the total number of simulated people. Annual baseline incidence rates of initial vascular events by age group and sex were obtained from a record linkage study of Dutch nationwide registers. Different levels of 10-year risk of vascular disease were examined, from 1% to 30%. Reproduced with permission from [64].
regimen, severity of disease, medication side effects and systemic barriers, which are probably not unique to statins and may represent a core set of easily obtainable variables that should be used to identify individuals and populations at risk of poor adherence to other cardiovascular medications (anti-hypertensives, aspirin, anti-diabetics). In the selected studies, adherence to statin therapy was measured using either a validated self-report scale or objective measures of adherence, including medication refill data, pill counts or electronic medication monitoring. Few studies assessed patients’ perceptions of statin therapy with respect to non-adherence [76,77]. Interestingly, the three most commonly cited reasons for primary non-adherence were general concerns about the medication, a preference for lifestyle modifications [78] and fear of side effects. Particular attention should be paid to younger individuals and those who are taking statins as part of primary prevention, as these groups had the highest rates of non-adherence [75].

As reasons for primary non-adherence to statin therapy are multifactorial, individualized interventions may be warranted to improve adherence to statin therapy. It may be also helpful to institute interventions at the time of the initial prescription in particular. Gaining a better understanding of the range of underlying motivations for discontinuing therapy is critical for designing effective interventions. Identifying the types and sources of information patients use to learn about statins and their perceptions of cardiovascular risk factors could also improve clinician–patient communication about statins.

Conclusion

Hypercholesterolaemia is a well-known cardiovascular risk factor, which is asymptomatic compared with HBP or diabetes. Although lifestyle interventions, such as smoking cessation, weight loss and physical activities, are the first therapeutic approach during primary prevention, a pharmacological intervention should be set up in patients at high cardiovascular risk. To date, there is sufficient proof coming from RCTs to remove all barriers to the prescription of effective therapeutic measures, including the administration of statins. Side effects are rare and most are not serious. The threshold of prescription is actually related to the countries’ incomes. Compliance is a major problem in the success of primary prevention. All elements that affect compliance, linked either to the patients or to the media environment, have serious consequences for public health. Providing transparent and objective awareness should stimulate interest in following therapeutic guidelines based on all available evidence.
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